
  
  

 

     

 
 
 

                                                                                                                                                                      

 

Calendar of Meets

 August 3-15 - Ventura Fair

September 16 – Siegel

October 28 – Arsenault

November 18 – Siegel

 

December - Newlon                      
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It’s Fair Time!
The Ventura County Fair is underway and so far the reviews have 
been great! The GCGRS exhibit has won a first place award, a 
second place award and the judges have awarded it the “Best of 
Show” award.

There have been a few challenges that I am aware of such as mis-
matched couplers, overheating power packs and a partial cave-in of 
a tunnel but the build crew is on top of the problems and they are 
solving the glitches as fast as they show up.

The fair attendees seem to love the exhibit and many have been 
made aware of the garden railroading hobby. Lots of folks  were 
not even aware that you could build a railroad in your backyard.

Congratulations and thanks to the hard work and efforts of the 
build crew that made this happen.

The crew:
Randy Bryie
Mary Heumphreus
Larry and Bonnie Lowenberg
Byron McCracken and grandson Chris
Gary Olmstead
Lamont Stolley

There are still a number of slots available if you would like to help 
man the exhibit. Besides being a lot of fun your participation will 
help the build crew and will give them a little rest.

It will also get you into the fair for free.

Contact John Whitaker to pick a time to work at the fair.
(661)903-0990

John Lyans                       
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Helpful Hints for working at the GCGRS exhibit.

So far, we have won a first prize, a second prize and  Best of Show. More prizes will be awarded, so stay tuned.  Sorry, I 
didn’t take any
pictures.  I should have more time today.  If you are signed up for a shift at the fair (and if you aren’t, there are still prime 
slots available), here are a few things to be aware of

I have printed tickets here for everyone who needs one.  Tuesday is Senior Day, so if you are over 65 you get in free 
anyway.  As far as I
know, everyone signed up for that day qualifies.  Next Thursday is Dollar Day, everyone gets in for one dollar.  I wasn’t 
planning to
issue tickets for either day.

We are two blocks from a free shuttle stop, so you can pick up your tickets on your way to the shuttle bus. In theory, I can 
text the tickets to your smart phone, but it took three tries to send one to Larry, and we still don’t know if it really worked.  I 
don’t have any way to email a ticket.

You don’t have to stand in line to get in.  Go to the far left side, to the Vendor’s entrance.  They will either scan or take your 
ticket, but in either case they are single use tickets.

Our space is HOT all day.  Not only in full sun, but also gets the reflected heat off both walls.  Every plant needs to be 
watered every day.  The ground cover will need water twice a day, and probably still won’t make it.  I suggest long sleeves 
and a broad brimmed hat, or plenty of sun screen.  We had an umbrella, but the wind was so strong we couldn’t use it.  Last 
year, we had more shelter, so it wasn’t quite as bad.

As you stand facing our display, the hose is to your right, on the far side of the County Ag Department display.  They have a 
bunch of loose rocks in front of their display.  Please keep the hose away from them.  The “easy”way to water the plants in 
the back of our display is with a watering can.  There are two in the black box.

If the waterfall is filled in the morning, it will run all day unattended.  We lose water when it splashes out, so the lower it 
gets, the less water we lose.  There is an optimum fill level, but I haven’t found it.

There are steps on the left side of our display, and also in the back on either side of the waterfall.  There is no good way to 
access the back of the waterfall, so if a train gets stuck there, and you have balance concerns, just abandon the outside track 
for the rest of your shift.

If you need to access the far right side, please be aware that our  neighbors planted some very small plants right next to our 
space.  I was being careful, and still stepped on two of them.

Our space is COLD at night.  A breeze kicks up off the ocean, and it gets remarkably cold at night.

 Not only is the beer garden back, there is also wine for sale, and a stage with musicians, and a display of hot tubs.  There 
are also two
places for visitors to sit in the shade and drink their beer or wine and listen to music.  The upshot is that there are a lot more 
people in Floriculture.

 When the show started at the Arena, Floriculture emptied out completely.  We closed early and went home.

Due to various power supply issues, we ended up running Santa Claus vs Eggliner races.  These were very popular with the 
younger kids.

Several people asked detailed questions about the plants.  Every display featured drought tolerant plantings, but all but a 
half dozen
featured cactus and succulents.  So, there was plenty of interest in our plants.

All for now!!  Replies invited!!
Gary   









 

Some of you may have met Mike Brown at the meet in June at the Bussings. Mike sent me some 
pictures of some models that he purchased that were built by the late, great, Jim Ferry, ex GCGRS 
member and character extraordinaire. Jim was a great model builder, first in 1:22.5, and later in 
1:20.3. He was also the creator of the Bear Whiz line of cars. He left the GCGRS when he moved 
from Burbank to Pagosa Springs, Colorado. Jim passed away on November 4, 2006. RIP Jim.
Nice to see that his models are still being appreciated.



 



Siegel Meet on Saturday, July 12 
There were about ten people at the Siegel’s on 7/12. The reports are that it was a nice day and that 
the track was in  good shape thanks to the efforts of John Ryan, Bruce Morden and Nick Conti. 
Thanks also to Bill Fincher, Bruce Morden, and Bob Kahn for sending photos for the newsletter.
Thank you Marilyn and Gary for letting us use your home and railroad on a regular basis. 

















Magical setting. Train winds through the forest on quiet, Saturday afternoon.



It doesn’t get any better than this! Gary and Bruce relaxing in a beautiful setting while the 
trains run through the forests, mountains, tunnels and trees. 



Gary Raymond sent this. Despite rumors to the contrary, MTH is still in business and 
is producing 1:32 scale engines. It’s nice to see the F3’s available again. 



John Ryan’s  7 ½” Gauge EMD Build, Part 9




